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Crown City Photography

PORTRAIT CREATION FEE
$350 which includes $100 deposit towards Disc and/or Prints

ALL SESSIONS INCLUDE 30 DAYS ON LINE HOSTING
Extended Hosting - $10 Monthly deducted from deposit

SESSION BUY-OUT
Rights Included (print your own!)
You select your 10 favorites for retouching!

Children OR Couple Session Only $350
Family $600
Extended Family $750

Note: Disc included with studio print orders over $ 750.00

GALLERY FINISH PRINTS - OUR HALLMARK PORTRAIT
Available in Wrap (no frame needed) or Heirloom (traditional canvas)

30x40 $1050
24x30 $890
20x24 $750
16x20 $550

STUDIO FINISH PRINTS
These prints include, color correction, cropping, and all retouching, including head swaps 

16x20  $350
11x14  $180
8x10 $50
5x7  $30
4x6 $15

Need Printed Proofs?   
Complete 4x6 watermarked proof  set  $150
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Can we shoot on the beach? 
Beach sessions are scheduled to start 1 hour prior to sunset, from as early as 3:30 PM in winter and as late as 7 PM 
Summer.  Session last about an hour.

How long do I have to place my order? 
Our previews stay posted to your on line gallery free of  charge for 30 days.  Should no order be placed, $10 per month 
will be deducted from your $100 order deposit until an order is placed or your deposit is exhausted at which time your 
gallery will be removed from my website.  There is a $50.00 charge to re-post your gallery.

How do I identify my poses? 
If  you received paper proofs, Each preview print has number  printed on the back of  the print.  Please use number to 
refer to each specific image.  On line images are identified by photo number above or a file name below.

When I purchase the CD, what can I do with the files?
The Session Discs include all the selects from the session as well as retouched versions of  your 10 favorites from the 
session. These full size files are suitable for printing and enlarging at any photofinisher though you are highly encourages 
to use an independent, professional photo lab for best results.  

How much is shipping?
Shipping UPS ground in included on any orders that have prints up to and including 11x14.  With any orders with prints 
16x20 and larger, an additional $45.00 is required to cover packing, shipping and insurance.

Can I swap heads?  
Yes, digital retouching allows the replacement of  a person or head from another pose.  Both poses must have the same 
lighting and camera position.  Please provide complete instructions when requesting this service.

Can I copy my proofs or use screen shots of my images? 
No, unless you specifically purchase the session images or an individual file, I reserve the right to reproduce the images 
created by my studio and will legally protect this right.  Contact me directly if  you have any questions about this policy.

How much is CA sales tax? 
CA sales tax is 8.00 but this tax only applies to orders delivered or shipped to California addresses.  

Special Effects and Black & White  
In almost all cases, images printed with special art effects, in sepia or in black & and white can be printed without these 
effects.  Additionally, an effect you see or have seen elsewhere can be added to most images.  Please inquire!!!

Why should I have you print my portraits?  
Your final prints will reflect proper color correction, cropping and retouching with specific questions or concerns about 
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